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Environmental Scan: 
Observations Toward 2040

Assumptions that Guided
NREL’s Strategy Formulation:
• Growth of energy use in the developing world will 

far outpace growth elsewhere. 
• Global renewable power demand will grow.
• Urbanization trends will dominate new 

infrastructure growth.
• Electrification and electric vehicle adoption will 

grow strongly.
• Demand for high-density liquid fuels will grow.
• Digitization, data, decentralization will be strong 

drivers of energy transition.
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NREL’s 
Vision
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Lead research that establishes 
the foundational knowledge and 
technologies to optimize the 
integration of renewables, 
buildings, energy storage, and 
transportation—modernizing our 
energy systems and ensuring a 
secure and resilient grid. 

Integrated Energy Pathways

Generation, Storage, 
and Integration

System Security 
and Resilience

Advanced 
Mobility

Strategic Initiatives



Ongoing Transformation of the 
Energy Supply in the United States
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U.S. Power 
System
Massive 

Transition
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Costs for Renewables are Falling

Advanced energy technologies are providing 
real-world solutions by:
• Becoming increasingly cost-competitive 
• Boosting the U.S. energy industry
• Providing jobs for American workers

Source: Lazard’s 2017 Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis, Version 11, 2 November 2017

2019 Xcel pricing for projects due to go online in 2023.
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Scenarios of 
Electrification of the 

U.S. Economy

Several energy system 
transformation scenarios 
assume a great degree 
of future electrification, 
especially for transportation.

Source: https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/electrification-futures.html

Transportation Industrial Residential Commercial

ElectricityNon-Electricity
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Electricity 
Consumption 
1950–2050

Source: Electrification Futures Study, NREL, 2018

Historical and Projected Annual Electricity Consumption

Moderate technology advancements are shown.  Slight adjustments were made to the modeled industry 
consumption estimates for 2017 – 2020 to align them with available historical data.
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Understanding how to achieve 
affordable and dispatchable 
solar generation systems that 
operate as a typical power 
plant is the ultimate pinnacle 
for solar to achieve extremely 
high penetration levels in our 
grid system.

Solar Research

• Develop solar interface and control technologies to enable greater grid reliability, 
resilience, and overall system efficiency
• Reduce solar hardware costs through innovative materials, manufacturing, and 
design, and de-risk technology to reduce balance of system costs
• Develop CSP-integrated or stand-alone thermal energy storage to provide flexible, 
long-duration storage needed to enable high penetrations of renewables on the grid
• Increase solar system lifetimes and performance through improved efficiency and 
lower degradation rates 
• Understand how to integrate and optimize solar at scale within systems such as 
buildings, microgrids, distribution systems, and hybrid systems.

Research Challenges
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Enabling low-cost and 
accessible wind energy by 
joining forces with DOE, 
industry, and interagency 
and state partners to 
advance scientific knowledge 
and technological 
innovation.

Wind Research

• Validate multiple wind technologies at scale to achieve an integrated energy system 
that can meet the complex energy challenges of the future.

• Develop taller wind turbines with larger rotors to capture greater wind resources at 
higher elevations and lower the levelized cost of wind energy.

• Develop innovations for offshore wind such as floating platforms, scaling solutions 
for larger offshore designs, advanced turbine controls, and lightweight drivetrains.

• Optimize power output across the entirety of a wind plant instead of at the 
individual-turbine level.

Research Challenge
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Research Focus Areas

Energy Systems Integration Facility
• Renewable electricity to

grid integration

• Vehicle-to-grid integration

• Renewable fuels-to-grid integration

• Energy-water nexus

• High-performance computing, analytics, 
and visualization

• Large-scale numerical simulation

• Cybersecurity and resilience

• Smart home and building systems

• Microgrids

• Battery and thermal energy storage
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Cost-competitive renewables are making up a larger share 
of the energy mix. The grid edge is transforming into a 
dynamic space where energy isn’t just passively 
consumed, but generated, stored, managed, and traded. 

Transmission/
Distribution & StorageGeneration & Storage Loads & Storage

The grid is 
changing quickly
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Sectors that once operated in silos, such as electricity, transportation, 
fuels, and buildings are overlapping and interconnecting with each other.

Transportation

Electricity

Buildings Fuels
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These exciting dynamics are creating urgent challenges. To manage, 
optimize, secure and add resilience to the future energy system will require 
advanced new technologies and control techniques. 
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Future Energy System

• The future energy 
system will integrate all 
types of energy systems 
and be more complex, 
distributed, and 
interdependent.

• If designed properly, it 
will also be more 
efficient, resilient, and 
affordable.

Hydro Power Plant
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New Controls that are Distributed, Scalable, 
and Operate in Real-Time are Needed

Not only are the technologies 
changing, but the device system 
controls will also need to change.

Power electronics devices allow 
more controllability.

We are moving from a system that 
centrally controls 104 devices at 
the largest scale to a system that 
will have 108 controllable devices.
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Energy Systems Integration Challenges

Technical Challenges that need to 
be addressed to move towards 
100% power electronics-based 
grids
• Lower system inertia (frequency 

stability)
• Voltage stability and regulation
• System protection
• Grid forming capability
• Black start
• Control system interactions and 

resonances
• Control of millions of generators, 

storage, loads
• Cybersecurity
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Power Electronics Bring Opportunity and Challenge

• Power electronic interfaces are 
becoming pervasive across 
generation (PV and Wind), storage 
(batteries and pumped hydro), loads 
(LEDs, variable speed drives), and 
mobility (EV)

• This is being done to improve 
efficiency and controllability of 
technologies

• This significantly affects how power 
systems are operated

• There is also a need to understand 
how to operate and control massive 
amounts of deployed power-
electronic-based-technologies

LED Lights 
(cut out showing power electronics)

Electric Vehicles
(cut out showing power electronics)

Pumped Hydro w/VSD
(cut out showing power electronics)

Direct-Drive Wind Turbine
(cut out showing power electronics)
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How to control millions of devices?
As we migrate from a centrally controlled, synchronous 
generator-based grid to a highly distributed, inverter-based 
system… 

We need smart inverters 
with advanced functionality 
to maintain grid stability 
and… 

Improved optimization for 
millions of controllable 
devices in the grid –
Autonomous Energy 
Systems

ESIF

IESS @ 
Flatirons 
Campus

Virtual 
Emulation

Distributed, Hierarchical Control
108 Generators, Storage, Active Loads

1-100

1000s

1 sec optimizations at each level

Millions
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Applications

Creating Autonomous Energy Systems

OptimizationNonlinear 
Control

Big Data 
Analytics  

Complex  
Systems 

Common Problems:
• Real-time controls and optimization    •  Hundreds to millions of control points    • Asynchronous data and communications
• Multi-domain systems (complex) and stochastic systems (variable renewables, consumer/occupant behavior)  

TransportationPower 
Grids

Wind 
Plants

Buildings+ + +
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Electricity-
Induced 

Chemical, 
Material, and/or 

Fuel Synthesis

Chemical 
Storage

Innovative 
Reactive 

Separation and 
Capture of CO2

Goal
Lead research on conversion of 
electricity and small waste gasses (e.g., 
CO2, H20, CH4, etc.) into chemical bonds 
for chemical, material, or fuel synthesis; 
and/or energy storage.

Opportunities: Biocatalysis, Electrocatalysis, and Hybrid Electro-Bio Catalysis

Electrons to Molecules
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Vision for Electrons to Molecules
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CO2 Reduction and Utilization

H2O H2 O2+Electroylsis

• Leverages Program work from FCTO, BES, etc

CO2 CO CH2O2 CH3OH CH4
Electrocatalytic 

reduction

C2+
• Targets building C-C bonds from intermediates of CO2 reduction
• Targets novel hybrid approaches (with or without H2)

Outcome: New concepts, approaches, and 
understanding for chemical (carbon-carbon) 
bond formation using CO2 and electrons 
through electro-catalysis, synthetic biology 
and advanced hybrid processes

Potential Impact
• Promotes CO2 utilization and valorization
• Provides alternative route to products 

through low-cost electricity
• Chemical storage option
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Early Stage
• Developing electrocatalytic techniques for the 

reduction of CO2 (or N2) into reactive 
intermediates like CO, formate or methanol 
(similar to electrolysis of water to H2 and O2)

• Development of enabling bipolar membranes 
for high current gas phase electrocatalysis 
devices 

Mid-Stage
• Development of gas-diffusion electrode 

on hollow fiber membranes to generate 
tunable ratios of CO/H2 from CO2

• Genetic engineering of cyanobacteria to 
maximize production of isopropanol from 
CO/H2/CO2 and build integrated system

Late-Stage
• Demonstrate electrolysis of water 

(to H2 and O2) in combination with 
biological production of pipeline quality 
methane (CH4) from H2 and CO2

E-Fuels



Renewable Methane Production

Significance and Impact
• Potential long term storage strategy via conversion of 

electricity & CO2 to CH4

• High efficiency CO2 capture and conversion strategy

• Demonstrated route to renewable methane

Scientific Approach
• Utilize excess electricity production for the electrolysis of 

water to H2 and O2

• Optimized strain of methanogenic archaea to perform 
methanation under industrial conditions 

• 98% Carbon efficiency of CO2 to CH4

• Post-processing for pipeline quality natural gas

4H2 + CO2
Biocatalyst CH4 + 2H2O + Heat 
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in

Advanced Energy
Materials and 
Technologies

Composites and 
Polymers

Future Adaptive 
Materials for 

Energy Systems

Circular Economy for Energy Materials  
Systems-based, assessment-
driven integrated R&D to 
create new science and 
approaches for design, 
advanced processing, 
recovery/recycle, and 
reliability for energy materials, 
devices, and technologies 

Strategic Initiatives
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Plastics Upcycling

Early Stage
• Discovery and genetic improvement of plastics 

eating enzyme that allows for the degradation 
of PET to its chemical precursor molecules

• Isolation of biologically derived intermediates 
and subsequent synthesis of novel, more 
“recyclable by design” polymers

Mid-Stage
• Exploration of chemical, biological, and 

enzymatic strategies for other plastic 
degradation (PE, PP, PU, etc)

• Complete synthesis of novel PET-based  
water bottle with equivalent properties 
capable of bio-degrading ~100x faster

Late-Stage
• In discussion stage with industrial 

polymer end users about general plastics 
upcycling applications



Plastics “Upcycling”

Significance and Impact
• Enables a “Circular Economy” for Plastics

• Scientific approach applicable to many polymers 
beyond PET

Scientific Approach
• Utilize cellulosic enzyme degradation strategies to 

deconstruct PET
• Discovery and genetic improvement of “PETase” 

enzyme
• Utilize biological and catalytic strategies to convert 

PET degradation products to high value materials

Austin, Allen, Donohoe, Rorrer, Kearns, et al., PNAS
Karp, et al., Science



Partnering for Impact
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NREL Reduces Risks 
in Bringing Innovations

to Market

• Bridging the gap from basic science to commercial application.

• Forward-thinking innovation yields disruptive and impactful 
results to benefit the U.S. economy.

• Accelerating time to market delivers advantages to American 
businesses and consumers.
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Partnering for Impact

This is a 10-year $100 million 
partnership that is intended to 
fill gaps in traditional energy 
approaches. Our scientists and 
engineers are collaborating to 
conceive and create solutions 
for today’s energy challenges.

NREL and Eaton are working 
together in the ESIF on grid 
intelligence, distributed energy 
resource management, 
advanced energy storage 
systems, virtual modeling and 
analysis, high-performance 
computing, and other research.

Our Innovation Incubator (IN2) is 
expanding this scalable model to 
other partners and technologies 
and growing to a multiyear, 
$30 million program.

Shell Gamechanger Powered 
by NREL is our five-year multi-
million-dollar partnership 
program with Shell.  We have 
branded the program GCxN, 
and it focuses on battery 
longevity and advanced smart 
grid controls.
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